AINSDALE
FLYBACK CHRONOGRAPH QUARTZ
ETA 251.294 FK 
The dial is the defining feature of any Farer watch and the
Ainsdale takes our use of colour combinations to new
developments using a rich gloss ink blue vintage curved dial
+ matching date wheel, framed by sky blue outlined English
numerals infilled with raised Grade A Super-LumiNova in
light orange. Punched through the main dial design are the
recessed triple sub dials in a micro turned texture, showing
1/10 second counter, minute counter and small seconds
all with bright orange hands for quick clarity. The main 60
second chronograph hand sits on top in a stand out brilliant
yellow while the hand below contrasts in mirror polished
steel against the richly coloured dial. The colour detail
continues with curved split line design hour/minute syringestyle hands in mirror polished steel, set to afterglow at night
with Grade A Super-LumiNova light yellow infill.
Built around the Farer classic 39mm diameter 316L high
grade stainless steel case, at 11mm depth and 20mm lugs.
Developed to hold 3 chronograph button pushers set at
positions 2, 4 and 10 for split-second timing with the Farer
solid bronze tapered crown. The sapphire box case crystal is
held by a highly polished rim onto a brushed case, finished
with a polished back featuring a Farer engraved turbine
design and individually numbered.
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MODEL
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45mm
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20mm

SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT

CASE
39.5mm diameter, 11mm depth, serial numbered

MOVEMENT
Swiss-made ETA 251.294 FK PowerDrive Precision

MATERIAL
Brushed case, polished rim, polished case back

FUNCTIONS
Hours, minutes, 60 second chronograph split-timer,
1/10 second counter, 30 minute counter, small seconds,
date display, flyback start, split-timer memory, battery
life indicator (small second hand jumps 4 seconds
signalling battery end of life)

FINISH
Brushed case and rim, polished case back
DIAL
Gloss ink blue with inset turned texture triple sub-dials,
raised light orange Grade A Super-LumiNova numerals
outlined in sky blue, vintage curved dial, with matching
colour date
HANDS
Mirror polished steel hour/minute split design vintage
curved hands, inset with light yellow Grade A SuperLumiNova, split-second chronograph hands in brilliant
yellow and mirror polished steel with sub-dial hands
in bright orange
CROWN
Solid bronze crown featuring inset Farer ‘A’
GLASS
Sapphire box case crystal
STRAP
Barenia bridle leather, 316L stainless steel buckle
fastening
LUG
20mm
WATER RESISTANT
5ATM (Suitable for surface swimming)

STANDARD BATTERY LIFE
72 Months

